MAKE 2021 YOUR BEST
SAFETY YEAR YET

THE STRONGARM DIFFERENCE

WHY SAFETY, WHY NOW?

In an industrial safety climate as complicated as this,
you need a leading-edge safety solution that’s easy
to deploy, quick to scale, and guaranteed to deliver
actionable, intuitive results that drive an enduring
safety culture in your facility.

For every $1 your spend on our risk
management platform, we consistently
return $8 in enterprise savings.

StrongArm can help.
More companies are choosing our FUSE Risk
Management Platform every day, spanning all
industries, regions and job types — including yours.
Our FUSE wearable safety sensor is unobtrusive
and extremely durable, providing ergonomic,
environmental and Covid-related proximity alerts to
the wearer, and predictive dashboards to managers.
Right now - in high schools, global logistics firms and
boutique retail shops, and on massive warehouses
floors and high-budget movie sets - our technology
is actively reducing injuries and keeping workers
productively distanced.

▪ More industrial wearables deployed
than anyone else in the marketplace
▪ Remote deployment means lower
setup costs and faster ROI
▪ 2.5 million hours of actionable
movement, environmental and safety
data collected every month
▪ 25,000 FUSE Sensors active on
Industrial Athletes™ worldwide, and
counting
▪ Enduring partnerships with 20+ top
Fortune 100 companies

Workplace safety has never been more of a priority —
fortunately, there has never been a more affordable
time to try safety wearables in your facility.
Current StrongArm Deployments
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A BRAND-NEW REASON TO
CHOOSE FUSE
No two workplaces are created equal, just like each
and every Industrial Athlete™ needs their safety
equipment to perform in a different way for them to
be their best.
We get that, which is why we offer multiple ways to
wear our FUSE Sensor.
SHOULDER STRAP
▪ FUSE sits on front torso
▪ Breathable, washable mesh
▪ Built-in size adjustment
▪ Designed for all-day comfort
▪ Fits most body types
INTRODUCING: X-PACK
▪ FUSE sits on back, between
shoulder blades
▪ Breathable, washable 3D mesh
▪ 4-way stretch
▪ Built for all-day comfort
▪ Fits all body types

THE STRONGARM COVID
RESPONSE

CURRENT DEPLOYMENT SUCCESS

In just two weeks, workers wearing FUSE dramatically
changed their behavior to reduce risk of exposure to
other people.
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Maintained ergonomic risk
reduction throughout COVID era
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